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TRULY AUTHENTIC
~ since 1981~

Barbarian has been making rugby jerseys since 1981 and even to this day, many people do not know that we actually knit 
our own fabric and manufacture the garments right here, in Canada. We employ not only locally, but we also use dozens of 
suppliers from all over North America, including the use of the world’s highest grade cotton grown in the U.S. Delta Region.

Our ability to make short custom production runs grew from our capacity to make traditional - on-field - game cotton 
jerseys... no other fashion worn rugby shirt on the market today can make that claim. Synonymous with quality and built to 

game day specifications, Barbarian is one of the few truly authentic brands of rugby apparel. 
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Classic - 12 oz. - 100% Cotton (Stock items can be decorated. MOQ 12 units).

Classic - 12 oz. - 100% Cotton Custom shirts start at MOQ 24 units).

4 INCH STRIPE

4 INCH STRIPE

All stock items can be decorated 
at a minimum quantity of 12 

units. Embroidery shown here.  
Additional decoration options on 

pg 40 & 41.

Our most popular stripe pattern is based on the original rugby shirt designs of the late 
1800s with large bold 4 inch stripes.

These shirts are sewn from the finest quality 12 oz. knit cotton and made to authentic  
game-day specifications that feature reinforced classic plackets, underarm patches,  
reinforced neck, seamless stretch cuffs and rubber buttons.  
Available in sizes XS - 3XL (Unisex)
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The Acadia design was 
inspired by the traditional Collegiate jersey with  

smaller profile stripes for a more subtle retro look.

These shirts feature the same high quality  
 construction and design as all of our 

Classic weight garments. 

Available in sizes XS - 3XL (Unisex)
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STOCK
Classic - 12 oz. - 100% Cotton (Stock items can be decorated. MOQ 12 units).

ACADIA
Often referred to as the Rugby Stripe, this traditional design allows you to  
incorporate a third colour and provides ample room for logo placement.

This tri-colour jersey is well suited for many school, team and  
corporate colour palettes.

These shirts are sewn from the finest quality 12 oz. knit cotton and made to  
authentic game-day specifications that feature reinforced classic plackets,  

underarm patches, reinforced neck, seamless stretch cuffs and rubber buttons.

Available in sizes XS - 3XL (Unisex)

STOCK COLLEGIATE
Classic - 12 oz. - 100% Cotton (Stock items can be decorated. MOQ 12 units).
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All stock items can be decorated 
at a minimum quantity of 12 units. 

Above shown with embroidery.  
Additional decoration options on 

pg 40 & 41.
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This design is an evolution of our original Berkeley but now with thinner stripes. 
 

These shirts are sewn from the finest quality 12oz. knit cotton and made  
to authentic game-day specifications that feature reinforced classic plackets,  

underarm patches, reinforced neck, seamless cuff design and rubber buttons.

Available in sizes XS - 3XL (Unisex)

STOCK NIAGARA
Classic - 12 oz. - 100% Cotton (Stock items can be decorated. MOQ 12 units).

STK 216 (gray/white/pin
k)

While supplies last
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Soho is characterized by a bold tri-colour horizontal 
stripe pattern. 

 
These shirts feature the same high quality construction 

and design as all of our Classic weight garments.  
 

Available in sizes XS - 3XL (Unisex)

STOCK SOHO
Classic - 12 oz. - 100% Cotton (Stock items can be decorated. MOQ 12 units).
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STK 215 (white/gold/navy)

All stock items can be decorated 
at a minimum quantity of 12 

units. Embroidery shown here .  
Additional decoration options on 

pg 40 & 41.

All stock items can be decorated 
at a minimum quantity of 12 units. 

Embroidery shown here.  
Additional decoration options 

on pg 40 & 41.
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STOCK LADIES
Classic - 12 oz. - 100% Cotton 
(Stock items can be decorated. MOQ 12 units).

STOCK SOLIDS
Classic - 12 oz. - 100% Cotton 
(Stock items can be decorated. MOQ 12 units).

Inspired by our most popular design, 4 Inch Stripe,  
this “made for women” jersey is specially tailored for  
a petite female. Features our open cuff design and 

proportioned 3 inch stripe.

Available in sizes XS - XL (Ladies)

Clean and simple, these solid shirts  
provide a great canvas for embroidered  

artwork as well as many of our other forms of 
customization.  

See page 40 & 41 for more great  
decorating ideas.

Available in sizes XS - 3XL (Unisex)STK 038 (bottle)
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STOCK CARDIGAN
Classic - 12 oz. - 100% Cotton (Stock items can be decorated. MOQ 12 units).

This letterman Cardigan can be enhanced with your school 
and teams insignia making this classic an essential piece 
to every graduate’s wardrobe. With the ability to change 

colours, sleeve and waistband stripe patterns, the Cardigan 
can be made as unique as the school itself.

Available in sizes XS - 3XL (Unisex)
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All stock items can be decorated 
at a minimum quantity of 12 units. 

Embroidery shown here.  
Additional decoration options  

on pg 40 & 41.

All stock items can be decorated at a 
minimum quantity of 12 units. Appliqué 

shown here. Additional decoration
options on pg 38 - 41.



STOCK RUGBY HOODIE
Classic - 12 oz. - 100% Cotton (Stock items can be decorated. MOQ 12 units).

The Rugby Hoodie is loose fitting and a casual alter-
native to the classic rugby style jersey. These come 
with a fully lined hood that covers the back side of 
the embroidery and enforces our quality and style. 

Available in sizes XS - 3XL (Unisex)

RHD 502 (g
old/navy)

RHD 503 (white/dark red)

RHD 501 (white/navy)

RHD 502 (gold/navy)
RHD 507 (coal/black)
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STOCK KANGAROO POUCH
Classic - 12 oz. - 100% Cotton (Stock items can be decorated. MOQ 12 units).

These traditional style hoodies offer a quality unlike 
any other with a kangaroo style pouch. As with the 
Rugby Hoodies, the full lined hood gives it great 

body, colour and shape at the same time keeping 
your head nice and cozy. 

Available in sizes XS - 3XL (Unisex) 
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HOD 123 (navy/white/dark red)
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Our inner lining covers 
the back side of your 

hood embroidery and the 
hood looks just as good 

down as it does up.
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All stock items can be decorated 
at a minimum quantity of  

12 units. Embroidery shown here .  
Additional decoration options  

on pg 40 & 41.

All stock items can be decorated at a minimum 
quantity of 12 units. Embroidery shown here.   
Additional decoration options on pg 40 & 41.



STOCK CASUAL ACADIA
Casual - 8 oz. - 100% Cotton (Stock items can be decorated. MOQ 12 units).

Our most popular stripe pattern in our 
lighter-weight cotton, provides an ideal 

year-round alternative. 

Available in sizes XS - 3XL (Unisex)
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All stock items can be decorated at a minimum 
quantity of 12 units. Above shown with embroidery.  

Additional decoration options on pg 38 - 41.
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Our most popular stripe pattern in 

our lighter-weight cotton, provides 
an ideal year-round alternative. 

Available in sizes XS - 3XL (Unisex)
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STOCK CASUAL 4 INCH STRIPE
Casual - 8 oz. - 100% Cotton (Stock items can be decorated. MOQ 12 units).

All stock items can be decorated at a 
minimum quantity of 12 units. Above 
shown with embroidery.  Additional 
decoration options on pg 38 - 41.



STOCK WORLD RUGBY COLLECTION
Classic - 12 oz. - 100% Cotton

WORLD RUGBY COLLECTION
Show your patriotism with these exclusive matching 

themed jerseys and rugby hoodies, embellished 
with the national flags of the leading rugby nations.

The jersey is featured in the Acadia stripe while 
the rugby hoodie is represented in the 119 stripe 

pattern. Both shirts are sewn from our finest quality 
classic weight, pre-shrunk cotton.

Available in sizes S - 3XL (Unisex)   
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IRELAND NEW ZEALAND

SCOTLAND ENGLAND

U.S.A.
CANADA WOR 036 TODDLER

WOR 045 TODDLER
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Highly popular as both homecoming spirit wear and dorm wear, our Rugby Socks feature heel-to-toe construction,  
with comfortable, absorbent, terry-cushioned soles and outer socks made of tough nylon.
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SOLID

CUSTOM RUGBY SOCK 
Customize your sock colours or add 
a logo. With a minimum of just 36 
pairs per size, you can do just about 
anything to make them your own. 

Custom Orders: 6 week turn around.  
Custom sizes 5-9, 7-11, 10-13 or 15. 

19

STOCK RUGBY SOCKS
Available in sizes 7 - 11 and 10 - 13

STOCK RUGBY SOCKS Available in sizes 7-11 and 10-13 (80% Acrylic / 20% Nylon)



FEATURING 2 COLLECTIONS OF INSPIRATION
 With a full Art Department at your disposal, we love to create new things for our customers. Whether it is a new stripe design or a new shirt  
design, our crew has the talent and knowledge to make any of your ideas come to life. All custom designs are made with the same quality  

materials and techniques that our jerseys have become famous for. Your custom designs can be ordered in either Casual (8 oz.) or Classic (12 oz.).   
 

Here are just a few examples of some of the great things we can do. Please contact us for quotes on any of these or other products you would like to see us 
create for your needs. (24 piece minimum on all apparel, sizing available from Toddler to Unisex 5XL).

SKIRT - Designed to be versatile, com-
fortable and sporty, these cotton skirts 
are offered in both the light and Classic 
weight materials. (Photo page 7)

They feature elasticized waistband, 
draw-string and skirt side pockets.      
Skirt sizes: 0-2, 4-6, 8-10, 12-14, 16-18 

WARM UP SUBLIMATED HOODIE - 
This sublimated hoodie can be 
fully customized. It is semi-fitted for 
comfort with tapered set-in sleeves 
to stay in place when pulled up. 
The hood can be customized on 
the outside and inside.

CUSTOM ORDER PRODUCTS
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HOODIE CROP TOP - This hoodie 
is made with elasticized cuffs 
and waistband and double line 
hood for colour and body.

PILLOW - Years after 
graduation, this unique 
gift will always have a 
place in your home.
Size: 18.25” x 18.25”

1/4 ZIP CROP TOP - Ideal for 
sorority or club attire. Available 
in both Casual or Classic weight 
and feature a quality finish neck 
arm and bottom hem. 

CREW SHIRT WITH 
KANGAROO POCKET

CREW SHIRT -  
These crew style shirt 
features our popular 
5 chest stripes, pride 

design and 3 arm 
stripe which can be 

customized to match 
your brand colours 

and embroidered 
with a logo.

DRESS - A unique way to 
show school spirit with 
the quality and comfort 
of our jerseys. Available 
in both Casual or  
Classic weight. 
(Photo page 9)
 

Sleeve can be made 
in long, 3/4 or short 

to work with your  
individual look.

CASUAL HOODIE WITH TWILL LETTERS 
- Made of our lighter weight casual 
fabric and features our twill letters 
that give it the perfect vintage look.

CUSTOM RUGBY HOODIE -  
This hoodie takes on our Niagara striping 
pattern and applies it to our hoodie design 
in custom school colours. Features our lined 
hood and embroidery on the left chest. 

RAGLAN - Customize this conventional 
style Raglan shirt with your own unique 
colours. Featuring twill white letters and 
an embroidered logo on the front. 

CROP TOP - This trendy style shirt is 
very popular for ladies.  
Stripes can be customized. Shown 
with left chest embroidery. 

SUBLIMATED PILLOW CASE -  
This sublimated pillow can be fully 
customized to match your brand 
and colours. Size: 29” x 21”.

SUBLIMATED SACK PACK -  
Allow our Art Department 
to feature your logo with 
some unique graphics 
on this trendy Sack Pack. 
Size: 14” x 19”.
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TODDLER & YOUTH RUGBY SHIRT
Youth XS to Youth XL
Toddler 2T to 5T 

Traditional stretch cuff 
or no cuff at all. We can 

do it for you to make 
your look as individual 

as the people wearing it.

BOAT NECK - This women’s style 
shirt features a boat neck, heat 
seal graphic and custom striping.   

SCARF - A perfect 
addition to school 
spirit attire. Striping 
and colours can be 
customized. Our 
two layered design 
make it ideal for 
double sided  
embroidery. 

1/4 ZIP SHIRT - A popular style 
shirt added to the custom 
options. Here featured with a 
custom chest stripe, solid  
 arm colour and left  
   chest embroidery.  



FEATURING 2 COLLECTIONS OF INSPIRATION
 With a full Art Department at your disposal, we love to create new things for our customers. Whether it is a new stripe design or a new shirt  
design, our crew has the talent and knowledge to make any of your ideas come to life. All custom designs are made with the same quality  

materials and techniques that our jerseys have become famous for. Your custom designs can be ordered in either Casual (8 oz.) or Classic (12 oz.).   
 

Here are just a few examples of some of the great things we can do. Please contact us for quotes on any of these or other products you would like to see us 
create for your needs. (24 piece minimum on all apparel, sizing available from Toddler to Unisex 5XL).

SKIRT - Designed to be versatile, com-
fortable and sporty, these cotton skirts 
are offered in both the light and Classic 
weight materials. (Photo page 7)

They feature elasticized waistband, 
draw-string and skirt side pockets.      
Skirt sizes: 0-2, 4-6, 8-10, 12-14, 16-18 

WARM UP SUBLIMATED HOODIE -  
This sublimated hoodie can be fully  
customized to compliment your 
brand and colours perfectly. It is 
semi-fitted for comfort with tapered 
set-in sleeves to stay in place when 
pulled up. This engineered fabric is 
double faced to provide mechanical 
stretch properties  
& enhanced  
softness.

DRESS - A way to show 
school spirit with the quality 
and comfort of our jerseys. 
Available in both Casual or 
Classic weight. 
(Photo page 9)
 

CREW SHIRT WITH 
KANGAROO POCKET

CUSTOM ORDER PRODUCTS

PILLOW - Years after 
graduation, this unique 
gift will always have a 
place in your home.

V-NECK VESTS - Ideal for sorority 
or club attire. Available in both 
Casual or Classic weight and 
feature a quality finish neck arm 
and bottom hem. 

Sleeve can be made 
in long, 3/4 or short 

to work with your  
individual look.
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QUARTER ZIP CROP TOP - A top selling addition 
to any collection. Comfortable, modern and 
very popular among schools. Available in 

Casual or Classic weight. 
(Photo page 9)

CREW CROP TOP

SHORTS - Our shorts are a great addition 
to your casual wear. They are  

comfortable and wash up  well. With 2 
deep pockets, you can be sure to carry 

everything you might need.  

HERITAGE RUGBY - This Rugby shirt is very popular 
among schools as it clearly displays the date the 
school was established along with the option of 

an embroidered logo on the chest.   

CUSTOM ACADIA DESIGN - This shirt features 
the popular Acadia stripe pattern in custom 

colours with an embroidered chest logo.
CUSTOM 4 INCH WITH SELF COLLAR - Our 

popular 4 Inch design can be made in any 
colour combination you would like with a 

self collar to match.  

FULLY CUSTOMIZED RUGBY - This shirt 
was designed with a terrycloth patch 
for a tug of war team in Germany.  
The team came to us and our  
team took on the challenge with  
ease. Contact us with your  
requests for a custom quote. 

QUARTER PANEL RUGBY - This shirt is 
popular as an alternative to the  

traditional stripes. It easily allows for 
multiple colours and a left chest  

embroidery to tie in the branding. 

ZIP HOODIE - This zipper hoodie is made 
with elasticized cuffs and waistband, 
double line hood for colour and body, 
YKK zipper closure and 2 front pockets.  
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V-NECK SHIRT - This 
v-neck style shirt features 
a tri-colour design with 
an embroidered logo. 

   MANDARIN NECK SHIRT -  
    This Mandarin neck 
       style shirt features our 
           alternating pin strip 
             design with an 
             embroidered logo. 
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CUSTOM
Classic - 12 oz. - 100% Cotton (Custom shirts start at MOQ 24 units).

4 INCH STRIPE

These shirts are sewn from the finest quality 
12 oz. knit cotton and made to authentic game-day specifications.  

Select from our 47 cotton yarn colours to create your own  
custom design to fit your needs.  

See page 40 & 41 for additional customization options.   

Available in sizes XXS - 5XL (Unisex)
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CUSTOM
Classic - 12 oz. - 100% Cotton (Custom shirts start at MOQ 24 units).

4 INCH STRIPE

HAmiLTOn TigER CATS
SAinT vinCEnT LACROSSE

COLUmbiA bUSinESS SCHOOL

SAinT mARY’S COLLEgE

HARvARD UnivERSiTY

HAWKS pREmiER

WiLLiSTOn  
nORTHHAmpTOn SCHOOL



CUSTOM
Classic - 12 oz. - 100% Cotton (Custom shirts start at MOQ 24 units).

This stripe pattern features the same high quality  
construction and design as all of our Classic weight  
garments. Select from our 47 cotton yarn colours to  

create your own custom design to fit your needs.  
See page 40 & 41 for additional customization options.  

Available in sizes XXS - 5XL (Unisex)

ACADIA
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WEbSTER ROWE

ARTiC pOLAR EXpEDiTiOn

CUSTOM COLLEGIATE
Classic - 12 oz. - 100% Cotton (Custom shirts start at MOQ 24 units).

This tri-colour jersey is well suited for 
many school, team and corporate 
colour palettes. Select from our 47 

cotton yarn colours to create your own 
custom design to fit your needs. See 

page 40 & 41 for additional  
customization options.   

Available in sizes XXS - 5XL (Unisex)
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ivEY bUSinESS SCHOOL

LADY EATOn COLLEgE 

CARLETOn UnivERSiTY

biSHOpS UnivERSiTY



7
Custom Skirt (pg 18), Soho Design

CUSTOM NIAGARA
Classic - 12 oz. - 100% Cotton (Custom shirts start at MOQ 24 units).

These shirts are sewn from the finest quality 12oz. knit cotton 
and made to authentic game-day specifications that feature 

reinforced classic plackets, underarm patches, reinforced 
neck, seamless cuff design and rubber buttons.

Select from our 47 cotton yarn colours to create your own 
custom design to fit your needs. See page 40 & 41 for  

additional customization options.   

Available in sizes XXS - 5XL (Unisex)
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bROWn UnivERSiTY

iOWA HAWKEYES

CUSTOM SOHO
Classic - 12 oz. - 100% Cotton (Custom shirts start at MOQ 24 units).

These shirts feature the same high quality construction 
and design as all of our Classic weight garments. Select 

from our 47 cotton yarn colours to create your own custom 
design to fit your needs. See page 40 & 41 for  

additional customization options.  

Available in sizes XXS - 5XL (Unisex)
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WESTERn UnivERSiTY

CHEvY CHASE CLUb

mOUnT ALLiSOn  
UnivERSiTY



Select from our 47 cotton yarn colours to create your 
own custom design to fit your needs. See page 40 & 

41 for additional customization options.  

Available in sizes XXS - 5XL (Unisex)

CUSTOM SOLIDS
Classic - 12 oz. - 100% Cotton  
(Custom shirts start at MOQ 24 units).
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CUSTOM LADIES
Classic - 12 oz. - 100% Cotton (Custom shirts start at MOQ 24 units).

FAnSHAWE COLLEgE

HARvARD UnivERSiTY

bR FOOTbALL CLUb

WiLFRiD LAURiER 
UnivERSiTY

nORTHERn miCHigAn 
UnivERSiTY

CUSTOM CARDIGAN
Classic - 12 oz. - 100% Cotton (Custom shirts start at MOQ 24 units).

These cardigans feature the same high quality construction and de-
sign as all of our Classic weight garments. Select from our 47 cotton 

yarn colours to create your own custom design to fit your needs.  
See page 40 & 41 for additional customization options.  

Available in sizes XXS - 5XL (Unisex)

31CHAUTAUQUA

OnOnTA STATE 
UnivERSiTY

CATHARinE pARR  
TRAiL COLLEgE

nORTHERn miCHigAn 
UnivERSiTY

These shirts feature the same high quality construction  
and design as all of our Classic weight garments. 

Select from our 47 cotton yarn colours to create your own  
custom design to fit your needs. See page 40 & 41 for  

additional customization options.  

Available in sizes XXS - 2XL (Ladies)



CUSTOM RUGBY HOODIE
Classic - 12 oz. - 100% Cotton (Custom shirts start at MOQ 24 units).

These Rugby Hoodies feature the same high quality construction and 
design as all of our Classic weight garments. Select from our 47 cot-
ton yarn colours to create your own custom design to fit your needs.  

See page 40 & 41 for additional customization options.  

Available in sizes XXS - 5XL (Unisex)
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CUSTOM KANGAROO POUCH
Classic - 12 oz. - 100% Cotton (Custom shirts start at MOQ 24 units).

These Kangaroo Pouch Hoodie feature the same high quality  
construction and design as all of our Classic weight garments.  
Select from our 47 cotton yarn colours to create your own custom 
design to fit your needs.  
See page 40 & 41 for additional customization options.  

Available in sizes XXS - 5XL (Unisex)
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CUSTOM CASUAL ACADIA
Casual - 8 oz. - 100% Cotton (Custom shirts start at MOQ 24 units).
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Our light-weight cotton shirts make it easy to wear long 
sleeves in the summer and create a comfortable layered 

look year-round.  

These shirts feature the same high quality construction 
and design as all of our Classic weight garments. Select 

from our 47 cotton yarn colours to create your own 
custom design to fit your needs. See page 40 & 41 for 

additional customization options.  

Available in sizes XXS - 5XL (Unisex)

biSHOp UnivERSiTY
TOWSOn UnivERSiTY

THE COUnTRY DAY SCHOOL

CUSTOM CASUAL 4 INCH STRIPE
Casual - 8 oz. - 100% Cotton (Custom shirts start at MOQ 24 units).

Our light-weight cotton shirts make it easy 
to wear long sleeves in the summer and 
create a comfortable layered look year-
round. 

These shirts feature the same high quality 
construction and design as all of our Classic 
weight garments. Select from our 47 cotton 
yarn colours to create your own custom 
design to fit your needs. See page 40 & 41 
for additional customization options.  

Available in sizes XXS - 5XL (Unisex)
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CUSTOM CREW SHIRTS
Casual - 8 oz. or Classic 12 oz. - 100% Cotton

CUSTOM 1/4 ZIPPER SHIRT
Casual - 8 oz. or Classic 12 oz. - 100% Cotton 

CUSTOM CROP TOPS
Casual - 8 oz. or Classic 12 oz. - 100% Cotton 37
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We offer an assortment of sleeve lengths on our custom jerseys.

We offer two types of cuffs on our shirts.

The placket is the area under the collar where the rubber buttons are sewn. We offer 2 types of plackets for your customization. 

SELF PLACKET
A Self Placket uses the fabric used 
for the shirt from the same dye 
lot to create a placket that blends 
nicely into the style of the shirt 
giving it a more cohesive look. 

NO CUFF
When creating a shirt without 
a cuff, we finish the sleeve 
with a sewn hem for a more 
tailored look. 

TRADITIONAL  
PLACKET TAPE
A Traditional Placket is made 
of a twill strip that the button 
goes into and is hidden from 
the front view. This placket 
tape come is White, Navy  
or Black.

TRADITIONAL 
STRETCH CUFF
Traditional stretch cuff is 
commonly found on casual 
clothing and keeps the wearer 
cozy and warm. Circular  
knitted to eliminate seams. 

SLEEVE LENGTH

CUFF OPTIONS

PLACKET TAPE OPTIONS
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SHORT SLEEVE 3/4 SLEEVE LONG SLEEVE

PLACKET COLOURS:

White Navy Black

Choose from a variety of collar types to create your unique garment.

Our twill collars are made from a durable cotton fabric. We have a variety of colours that you can use to customize your shirt. 

Self Collars are collars made from our knitted fabric. This allows you to pick from our 48 colours (see page 24). 

COLLAR OPTIONS

FASHION CUSTOMIZATION
We offer a variety of options for custom orders. 24 piece minimum. 
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Traditional Self Collars are made from 
the same fabric in the shirt with the 

same dye lot  getting an exact match. 

CREW NECK COLLAR

Traditional Twill Collar is made 
from the same durable cotton 
fabric found on Traditional 
Rugby shirts.   

TRADITIONAL

TWILL COLLAR

SELF COLLAR

V-Neck collars made to match 
the shirt colour

V-NECK COLLAR

Traditional Self Collars are made from 
the same fabric in the shirt with the 

same dye lot  getting an exact match. 

TRADITIONAL SELF COLLAR

BOAT NECK COLLAR

Mandarin Twill Collar is a 
short unfolded stand-up col-
lar. This uses our twill fabric 
found on our Traditional Twill 
Collar. 

MANDARIN

Our 1/4 Zip Collar has been a very 
popular collar option. 

1/4 ZIP COLLAR

A Mandarin Collar that is made 
from the same yarn used in the 

shirt. Pick from 48 colours. 

MANDARIN SELF COLLAR

TWILL COLOURS:
White Gold Red Royal Navy Bottle Black



DECORATE & CUSTOMIZE

EMBROIDERY
Our in-house custom embroidery service features the use  
of 90 yarn colours that allow you to create your own  
distinctive look with turn-around times that are sure to please. 

APPLIQUÉ
A combination of felt and twill letters are satin border stitched 
into place. This layering adds a traditional 3-dimensional 
look to the art and creates a feeling of luxury you only get 
from a high quality letterman style piece.   

HEAT SEAL
Heat sealing is a process of applying graphics to a garment 
using a special heat press that melts and seals the art onto the 
garment. This method allows us to use glitter flake, poly film 
or super TEK® application.

SEWN NAMES & LOGOS
Using a variety of textures and fabrics, your name or logo 
can be applied anywhere on your shirt. We secure with a 
zig-zag stitch to allow stretch of the fabric and to make it 
washing machine friendly. 

SILK SCREEN 
Names, numbers and logos can all be silk screened into place 
to give the shirts a cutting edge look. Multi-coloured print can 
be applied to honour the integrity of complex logos and art. 
Pantone colours will need to be provided to ensure proper 
colour breakdown.  

CRESTING
Your custom artwork on a crest can be applied anywhere on 
your shirt. We single needle stitch the patch to make it washing 
machine friendly. 

RUGBY NUMBERS & PATCHES
Our numbers come in Poly Twill or Thermo Film and are adhered directly to the shirt or patch. Poly Twill Patches are true to Rugby 
tradition with a zig-zag stitch securing the number and patch firmly to the garment. 

Poly Twill: Available in 4” or 9” sewn directly onto the jersey or patch. Colour choices: Black, White, Navy, Red, Royal, Kelly, Bottle or Gold.

Thermo Film: Heat-pressed directly onto the jersey and are available in 4” or 9”. Colour choices: Black, White, Navy, Red, Kelly, 
  Bottle or Gold.

Self Digit: Digits can also be cut directly out of the fabric colour you have used in your shirt. Available in 4” or 9” in any colour from  
  our Cotton Colour Collection.

Contact customer service for a menu of customization details including fonts, colours and so much more. 
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Printed in Canada • ® registered trademark of Barbarian Sport Wear Inc. • Copyright 2021   
Toll Free: 1-800-465-1139   Email: customerservice@barbarian.com

SIZE CHART
UNISEX

XXS XS SM MD LG XL 2XL 3XL
CHEST 34”- 36” 36”- 38” 38”- 40” 40”- 42” 42”- 44” 44”- 46” 47”- 49” 50”- 52”
LENGTH  
(High point collar)

25” 26” 27” 28” 29” 30” 31” 32”

WOMEN
XXS XS SM MD LG XL 2XL 3XL

CHEST - 32”- 34” 34”- 36” 36”- 38” 38”- 40” 40”- 42” - -
LENGTH  
(High point collar)

- 25” 26” 27” 28” 29” - -

YOUTH
XXS XS SM MD LG XL 2XL 3XL

CHEST 24”- 26” 26”- 28” 28”- 30” 30”- 32” 32”- 34” 34”- 36” - -
LENGTH  
(High point collar)

21” 22” 23” 24” 25” 26” - -

 

TODDLER
2T 3T 4T 5T

CHEST 26” 27” 28” 29”

LENGTH  
(High point collar)

14.5” 15.5” 16.5” 17.5”

With over 38 years of making authentic Rugby Apparel, Barbarian is proud to also offer 
a full line of On-Field Rugby kit. From Vapour-fit to Pro-fit, this equipment is designed 

with breathability, comfort and durability in mind. 

From shirts and shorts to kit bags and balls. Please see our Performance Apparel  
Catalogue for our full line of options at  

www.barbarian.com.  

To view our on-field collection...

White Beige PMS 7501 Taupe PMS 7536Ivory Vegas Gold PMS 468 Lemon PMS 100

Yellow PMS 2004 Gold PMS 2010 Tangerine PMS 150 Orange PMS 1655 Burnt Orange PMS 1595 Rust PMS 7586

Red PMS 179 Dark Red PMS 186 Maroon PMS 194 Scarlet PMS 1945 Harvard PMS 504 Brown PMS 7617

Moss PMS 2329 Olive PMS 5835 Bottle PMS 567 Pine PMS 7733 Kelly PMS 348 Emerald PMS 2257

Apple PMS 360 Line PMS 2289 Cyan PMS 2391 Teal PMS 316 Navy PMS 539 Deep Ocean PMS 654

Royal PMS 7686 Columbia PMS 2158 Powder PMS 543 Sky PMS 2190 Marine PMS 2116 Purple PMS 7672

Lavendar PMS 7439 Raspberry PMS 228 Rose PMS 214 Pink PMS 701 Salmon PMS 196

Ash Warm Grey 2 Grey Warm Grey 6 Oxford Warm Grey 9 Graphite Warm Grey 8 Coal Warm Grey 11 Black Black 324

STOCK COLOUR COLLECTION
48 colours to pick from and millions of stripe and pattern combination to make your garment unique.
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www.barbarian.com


